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“Time to Smile” Competition 2021: €325.00 raised 
Over the last few weeks StreetLife has been receiving many doggie 

photos of fabulous Smiles and Goofy Looks… 65 entries in total, 

making the voting so difficult for the Judges. 

The idea of the competition was to spread a few smiles during the 

current lockdown situation, we wanted to wave goodbye to doom and 

gloom and spread a wave of infectious smiles instead. 

Finally, after three days of deliberations and voting by the judges’ 

decisions have been made and Virtual Awards are at the ready to be 

emailed to all of the contestants. 

Thank you Smile Awards: Virtual Awards will be emailed to all of the 

lovely dogs who took part in the competition – every dog is a winner in their 

own right, every dog entered made us smile. 

Best Goofy Look Award: we received some brilliant Goofy / Silly looks 

making it a difficult choice for the judges; but it was finally narrowed down to 

two doggies. 

Best Goofy Look Winner:  Romeu from Olhão 

Best Goofy Look Runner Up: Goodie from the UK 

Best Smile Award: we had dogs with smiles from ear to ear, dogs with lopsided 

smiles, others showing their teeth and some just smirking; but they all made us smile!  

The judges had a very tough choice but finally decided on two dogs; but 

then, making a decision on who was the Winner and who was the 

Runner Up became a major problem, therefore the solution was Joint 

Winners!! A great solution ☺ 

Best Smile Joint Winners: Mate from Sao Bras & Rudie from 

Moncarapacho (APAR Shelter) 

Best Look of the Competition: Some looks in the competition weren’t 

just smiles or goofy – they were incredibly funny.  It was a unanimous 

decision by all three judges to pick the two Joint Winners and you will 

see why! ☺ 

Best Look Joint Winners: Lucy & Pien from Moncarapacho (APAR Shelter) 

Initially “Virtual Awards” will be emailed to all Winners plus we will also deliver framed awards.  Sadly that’s not 

possible currently, as frames are classed as non-essential items and we can’t buy them! L… but we promise as soon 

as we can these will be with the winners. ☺ 

In addition, “mini hampers” will be delivered to the winners the same time as the awards and the winners will be 

allocated a free sterilisation which they can use themselves on another of their dogs or give to one of their friends or 

family members to sterilise one of their pet dogs courtesy of StreetLife.   

APAR shelter will receive bags of dog food for their “guests” and we hope many of you will look at the lovely shelter 

dogs in the competition and maybe offer them a forever smile by giving them a loving home. 

Thank you to the judges & all of our supporters: Finally, a big thank you to all of the judges for taking part in this 

competition. I am sure they had a few 

headaches over the last few days 

deciding on the winners.  You all 

helped to raise €325.00, which will 

sterilise 4 local dogs.   

Thank you to all of the contestants in 

helping StreetLife to spread so many 

smiles. ☺ 

WINNERS 

Romeu 


